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How do you film a place that both is and isn’t there? This is 
the challenge that Nora Martirosyan set herself with her debut 
feature, Should the Wind Drop. It was a challenge she felt 
charged with by her encounters with the tragic idiosyncrasies 
of the Republic of Artsakh – the Armenian name for the 
unrecognised statelet in the Nagorno-Karabakh region that has 
seen devastating conflict between neighbouring Armenia and 
Azerbaijan since the fall of the Soviet Union. Martirosyan has 
described first visiting Artsakh in 2009, and witnessing all the 
trappings of a nation – a parliament, infrastructure, people – that 
nonetheless doesn’t appear on the international community’s 
maps. Her compulsion to find the cinematic means to convey 
this paradox led her to return to Artsakh each summer, gradually 
building towards the completion of her film in 2020. 

Martirosyan identified the airport in Stepanakert, Artsakh’s 
nominal capital, as the perfect symbol for the central conundrum 
around which her film circles. Built in Soviet times, the facility has 
lain dormant since 1990, when the First Nagorno-Karabakh War 
was raging. Rebuilt in 2009, the airport has a full staff who carry 
out day-to-day maintenance of the building and runway – but 
no commercial flight has launched from the site for 32 years. 
Martirosyan dramatises this purgatorial situation via the story 
of Alain Delage (Claire Denis regular Grégoire Colin), a French 
auditor freshly arrived in Stepanakert to assess the feasibility of 
reopening the airport, and thus connecting Artsakh to the wider 
world. 

Artsakh thus represents for Alain a routine, if remoter than 
average professional task, and his relationship to the people, 
the landscape, and the gleaming glass airport itself is reduced 
to statistics: runway length, wind speed, the precise distance to 
the perilous border with Azerbaijan. This diffidence is loosened, 
however, through his encounters with a succession of expertly 
sketched locals who convey to him the existential importance of 
re-establishing Artsakh’s international credentials: his garrulous 
driver (Arman Navasardyan), a charming local television reporter 
(Narine Grigoryan), the airport’s eloquent director (David 
Hakobian), and perhaps most of all a young boy, Edgar (Hayk 
Bakhryan) — whose hustle is selling water collected from the 

airport that purportedly possesses healing properties. As Alain’s 
impartiality falters, he becomes more fixated on the idea of the 
border, that invisible noose around Artsakh’s neck. This curiosity 
ultimately has tragic unintended consequences. 

Colin brings to the role of Alain the terse physicality that has 
informed many of his collaborations with Denis. The reserve and 
restraint of his performance is in keeping with a film that deals 
in frustrations and tensions (before the two conflagrations that 
mark the narrative climax). Martirosyan has spoken of her desire 
to make a film about the region that did not fixate on the war and 
that avoided propagandistic overdetermination. She has described 
the effect of the combination of voices the Alain encounters as 
“chorale” – the lack of a clear, single perspective is the point. Still, 
as the outsider who is brought into the fold, Colin’s character is 
undeniably the heart of the story. His job is to observe; over the 
course of the film, both he and we – the implied international 
audience that Artsakh is so desperate to engage – are taught the 
valuable lesson that neutrality is a convenient fantasy. To observe 
is to participate, perhaps even to change.  

In the director’s own words, “everything in the film” functions 
as allegory. As Edgar, the young boy with the magic water, 
Hayk Bakhryan symbolises the quixotic power of belief. The late 
revelation as to where he sources his water from is the closest 
the film gets to a punchline, but his and his customer’s faith in its 
medicinal powers is treated with sincerity. “As [Edgar] believes 
in its magical power, it works: people drink it and feel better,” 
Martirosyan told Cineuropa in a recent interview. “This is a 
metaphor for the whole film. If you believe strongly that Nagorno-
Karabakh will be recognised, if you really hope for it, then maybe 
fiction can be stronger than reality.” That hope is now tinged with 
regret, following the outbreak of the 2020 war in the region that 
resulted in grave losses for Artsakh and its Armenian allies (with 
grim serendipity, Should the Wind Drop received its premiere in 
Paris the day before the fighting started). The film foreshadows 
this real-world disaster: in its depiction of a population “living on 
a volcano”, and in its assertion that any border – even one that 
is disputed, seemingly invisible – can collapse into violence if 
transgressed. 
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